TeamSystem
Products Overview
The widest range of software and services
for enterprises and professionals

TeamSystem
TeamSystem Group is the italian leading management / ERP software and training services company for
enterprises, craftspeople, professionals accountants, business consultants, lawyers, property managers, etc.
and associations.
With over thirty years of experience in the Italian Management Software market, TeamSystem is
a constantly growing group, characterised by a consolidated know-how and able to support clients with
solutions and services allowing them to be more competitive in the market.
By integrating the expertise of the group’s enterprises we can provide enterprises and professionals with a
full suite of products, services, concepts and content ranging from consulting to management software, from
education to (no virgola in mezzo) management and professional training.
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#BeDigital

Digital business transformation
The digital world is transforming every enterprise, business and firm.
Becoming a digital enterprise or firm is a huge opportunity to improve:

• analytical and decision-making capabilities;
• the business or firm’s collaborative and operational processes;
• performance, compliance, reputation and corporate image;
• relationship with potential and current customers.
TeamSystem supports enterprises and professional firms on their journey towards digital transformation, with a
range of products and services that simplify daily processes, increasing operational efficiency and effectiveness.
Simplifying processes, increasing productivity, improving communication, developing shared knowledge, and
reducing errors are the main benefits offered by TeamSystem digital solutions.
TeamSystem’s digital offering provides:

• Online collaboration tools to build customer loyalty;
• Digital solutions to improve productivity;
• Multi-channel and online visibility to strengthen visibility, reputation and create new sales channels.

DIGITAL BUSINESS

DIGITAL STUDIO

Each solution plays its part in the evolution
of the enterprise towards the digital world of
internal and market relationships.

Each solution is a small step
towards your digital evolution as a
professional.

Collaboration
B2B
P.A. Electronic Invoicing

Digital process
Cloud Storage

Digital presence
Websites
E-commerce

Collaboration
B2B
P.A. Electronic Invoicing
Cloud Billing
LYNFA Service
Digital process
Cloud Storage
Banking Transactions
Digital presence
Websites

Innovative solutions and services
Sales and service network

TeamSystem is not just a software developer. We also contribute to the success of our customers with integrated solutions and
services. Over 800 Software Partners and direct operations ensure a widespread presence throughout Italy and highly qualified
care. We can develop custom solutions for businesses and professionals.

• Enterprises
LARGE CORPORATIONS
AND SMES

•
•
•

ALYANTE Enterprise
ALYANTE Start
ACG ENTERPRISE
(on IBM® Power Systems
platform)

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

CRAFTS/MICROBUSINESSES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

ALYANTE Agroalimentare
(for agribusiness)
ALYANTE Vitivinicolo
(for viticulture)

Easyfatt (invoicing)
Cloud Billing

ALYANTE Ambiente
(for the environment)
ALYANTE Fashion
ALYANTE Retail
ALYANTE Costruzioni (STR)
(for the construction)
InforYou (Sports Facilities)

• Professionals
ACCOUNTANTS & JOB
CONSULTANTS

ASSOCIATIONS

•

•

FREELANCERS

BUSINESSES ASSOCIATED
WITH FIRMS

LAWYERS

•
•
•

•

•

CONDOMINIUM
BUILDING MANAGERS

LYNFA Studio

LYNFA Azienda

Astute

EASYLEX

•

Easyfatt
Cloud Billing
LYNFA Service

Domustudio

TeamSystem offering is built on POLYEDRO
The new web platform for professionals and enterprises improves flexibility and ease of use for each
application, allowing you to work on smartphones, tablets and notebooks. Get everything done in less
time, wherever you want.
The introduction of POLYEDRO includes the new workflow feature, an innovative tool that improves
processes and supports users by guiding them, step-‐by-‐step, producing more fluid workflows and
reducing mistakes.
With our software allowing you to manage your business on the move, you can finally give more space to what
really matters to you: spending more time with your important customers, developing your network and growing your business.
A new environment, new tools, a new way of working. All with our usual reliability and robustness. The innovative POLYEDRO
technology confirms TeamSystem’s leadership in Italy and its status as a benchmark in the management software
industry.

• Enterprises
SHARED FEATURES, COLLABORATION AND ACCESSIBILITY
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Finance and Tax
Returns

Budget and
Management
Control
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Sales

CRM

Purchasing
and SCM

Warehouse and
Logistics
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Production and
MES

Technical and
Design
Department

DMS and Document Storage

P.A. Electronic Invoicing

Cloud Storage

Projects and
Orders

Staff
Administration
and
Management

PBX software

e-Commerce

Mobile Applications
Sales force automation

Digital catalogues

CRM

Professional training and development

Expense account

Logistics

Software training and updating

POLYEDRO Platform

N.B: example configuration forms, modified according to the specific product.

ALYANTE Enterprise
Modular, flexible and fully able to evolve according to the needs of the business, ALYANTE Enterprise is the new ERP solutions
benchmark for large businesses that need its solidity, reliability, completeness, ease of setup and, above all, of use.
With its uniquely complete functionality, it manages all major business processes and is offered for a wide range of vertical
industries. The product also stands out for its innovative collaboration, mobility and full accessibility tools: a new technology that
helps businesses of all sizes and all sectors to grow.

ALYANTE Start
This is the management solution dedicated to small Italian businesses.
Easy to set up and use, fast and economical, it adapts perfectly to each business and facilitates information and process
management.
With ALYANTE Start, the advantages of an innovative technology platform finally reach the small business.
ALYANTE Start supports the enterprise during its growth and development, integrating with applications able to meet the most
advanced needs, thus transforming at any time into a truly sophisticated ERP system.
With web access, mobile applications, collaboration tools, workflow, and the ability to use cloud infrastructure, ALYANTE Start is at
the cutting edge, with the traditional solidity of TeamSystem software.

ACG Enterprise
TeamSystem’s ERP for IBM® Power Systems.
ACG is the ERP product leader in the SME market for the IBM® Power Systems platform. Its renowned robustness and functional
completeness have evolved through the use of POLYEDRO technology and innovation. The product was created from this union
and offers the best user experience with the new collaboration and personal productivity tools provided by POLYEDRO.

• Industry Solutions
TeamSystem’s thirty years of experience supporting Italian enterprises has allowed us to build solutions that target specific needs
of some vertical markets.
Each TeamSystem industry solution is based on our deep understanding of the processes that drive the markets, for enterprises
of all sizes. TeamSystem combines our expertise with the skills necessary to succeed in every industry: from manufacturing to
agricultural, from construction to the environment, from retail to fashion.

• Accountants & Job Consultants

LYNFA Studio
This is the integrated management system for professionals and their firms. LYNFA Studio supports all activities of professionals
and their firms, from the smallest to ones with dozens of employees. Each professional firm is different: LYNFA Studio knows exactly
what form to take and how to grow with you and your needs. Managing a firm efficiently gives professionals all the time and the
energy they need to make the most of what they do: managing relationships, diversifying and increasing business opportunities.

SHARED FEATURES, COLLABORATION AND ACCESSIBILITY
SERVICES FOR CUSTOMERS
BASE
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EVOLVED
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ONLINE FOR CUSTOMERS
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POLYEDRO Platform

• Associations
Astute -Association Management
Astute is the web-native TeamSystem solution for the administrative activities typical of an association. It integrates seamlessly with
LYNFA Studio for basic features (accounting, tax returns, personnel administration) and shares the “Unica” master data.
Astute perfectly covers the needs of all associations, from the smallest, local types, to large organisations with offices spread
throughout the territory. Integration with Business Intelligence solutions, Electronic Storage and the Software Switchboard
enhances its capabilities and provides solutions to even the most sophisticated needs of associations, both large or small.

• Lawyers / Legal Offices
EASYLEX
EASYLEX is the most advanced management software solution for the management of law firms, corporate and public legal
departments. The entire office is integrated into a single platform compatible with both Windows and Mac and usable in traditional
or Cloud modes. All electronic filing obligations and the main features and innovations are fully integrated (Agenda, Practices,
Electronic Invoicing, Customer Portal, Debt collection).

• Enterprises affiliated with studios
LYNFA Azienda
Connects directly to the activities managed by the business and those run by the consultant using TeamSystem solutions for
Professionals. Now professionals can follow their customers everywhere, providing information, support and services simply and
instantly.

• Artisans • Microbusinesses • Freelancers

Danea Easyfatt

Danea Easyfatt is our software for billing, budgeting, inventory management, sales, purchases and payments.
It integrates with LYNFA Studio. With Easyfatt, the user can send invoice data to the tax consultant directly from the management
system simply and automatically. Easyfatt is also integrated with the PBX software.

Cloud Billing

Cloud Billing is a web service for artisans, freelancers, professionals and small micro-‐businesses that have a particular need to
manage invoicing, but who lack suitably trained administrators. The accountant’s customers can manage their billing accurately
and precisely, while the accountant automatically acquires the accounting records for the invoices without manual data entry.
In addition, accountants can follow their clients daily and communicate with them through a dedicated messaging service.

LYNFA Service

LYNFA Service is an online collaboration service between professionals and part-structured enterprises seeking a complete solution
that allows them to access the professional’s system to handle their accounting and administrative duties. They can enter data and
consult information and documents independently and will feel more involved and empowered. The professional can keep an eye on
the daily situation thanks to the management console and monitoring of client activities.

• Condominium building managers

Danea Domustudio

This software handles the management of condominiums. As well as a full accounting and fiscal management suite, it includes
numerous tools that simplify and facilitate the work of the professional administrator, including web publication of the condominium
data.

Also available in stand-alone solutions

•

Enterprises

P.A. ELECTRONIC INVOICING

Streamlines and simplifies the activities related to mandatory electronic invoicing
for Public Administration bodies. The body only needs to upload invoices to the
Web Service: automatically (if the management system it uses it is capable –
e.g. TeamSystem management systems – of generating the document in XML
format), or through a simple web interface. All subsequent steps will be managed
in full and on-time by the Web Service: approved signature, forwarding, event
and outcome management, and archiving.

CRM

Our Extended Customer Relationship Management platform is the most full-‐
featured and competitive on the market. It increases capability of managing
clients, reducing costs and improving profits. Also available in an App version,
this is a modular solution that can be provided in both server and SaaS forms.

PBX SOFTWARE -VOISPEED

The unified communications platform for Business. The simplest and most
immediate way to computerise and integrate the telephone network and the
management system.

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT

A Web-based document management solution that allows the creation of a
central repository of documents and information.

MOBILE SOLUTIONS -Dbook

The innovative App that allows you to create and publish product catalogues,
multimedia brochures, presentations, and press releases on your iPad.

DESIGN SOFTWARE
CAD/CAM, PDM/PLM and Virtual Reality

A suite of integrated, interoperable software solutions for the management,
from design, configuration, and product development and related virtualization,
through production, data and information management, to management of
parts programming and machining tools.

HR
A modular, multi-enterprise system for management, planning, development,
evaluation, and control of human resources and personnel.

POWERSUITE
With PowerSuite, TeamSystem enters the machining department. Our software
connects the production data with ERP management solutions, integrating all
departments and functions, and improving business organisation and planning.

•

Professionals

P.A. ELECTRONIC INVOICING

Offers a simple and streamlined solution that allows you to offer brokerage
services for Electronic PA billing for clients, and can also be used for your own.
You need only upload the documents to the Service Web. This can be done
automatically if already in XML format (e.g. with TeamSystem enterprise or batch
invoicing software) or through the simple, intuitive web interface.
All subsequent steps will be managed in full and on-time by the Web Service:
approved signature, forwarding, event and outcome management, and
archiving.

PROCESS DIGITIZATION
Banking Transactions

This service allows to automatically import customer account statements,
reconcile bank transactions with the accounting, and automatically log the
operations in the management system. Simple, practical, error-free.

OUTSOURCING FOR PROFESSIONALS
Accounting / Payroll Service

Our new service for outsourcing of accounting, tax and payroll processing
dedicated exclusively to Professionals who already use LYNFA Studio. By using
this service, professionals may entrust payroll and / or accounts of the enterprise
either in their entirety or in part. This includes all relevant certificates, financial
and declarative contributions.

ARCHIVING AND STORAGE
Cloud Storage

The TeamSystem Cloud Storage Service allows you to delegate all phases of
the archiving process, including digital signatures and timestamps. Thanks to
our exclusive dashboard, the user always has full control over the cloud archive
and can easily access their documents at any time. With the TeamSystem
Service Cloud Storage solution, you can:
- Store documents digitally;
-Search for documents and view them in the archive;
- Display the original documents in compliance with the law;
- Display and download the Conservation Manual (AGID Accredited);
- Enjoy the peace of mind of a process that is always up-to-date with the law.
We assure maximum security levels thanks to our ISO 27001 certification.

Archivia Plus

Our electronic document archiving solution that integrates with TeamSystem
applications. Archivia Plus stores any type of document (paper, management
file, faxes, images, and messages), and enables the creation of CD-ROMs
containing the archived documents. With the ArchiScan module, it is possible to
rapidly scan large quantities of documents. The Firm@ module, in accordance
with current legislation, allows the application of digital signatures and
timestamps for digitally-archived tax documents with legal validity.

PBX SOFTWARE -VOISPEED

The unified communication platform for Professionals.
The easiest and quickest way to computerise and integrate your telephone
network with your management system.

We offer training for professionals and for enterprises enhanced by the expertise and specialisation of Euroconference – part of the
TeamSystem group.

Training
Classroom-based Courses.

Besides traditional courses to learn software applications, we also
offer in-depth courses and refreshers on key business topics, all
taught by qualified professionals.

Funded training

To meet the professional needs of employees of Business and
Professionals we have specialised in the organisation of training
initiatives with a practical approach for using the software.

Virtual University (Distance Education)

E-‐learning allows you to take advantage of our live training courses
via the web or on CD at their own site, their own PC. This eliminates
logistical and time constraints and makes the courses available to
everyone in the enterprise concerned.

Publishing
Manuals
Applications
• TeamSystem
Applications are accompanied by Operating Manuals
in A4 format. These are useful tools for learning and making the best
use of management procedures.

• Tax
Guides for the preparation of tax return forms (Italian VAT, Individuals,
Societies, Partnerships, Sector Businesses, 730, 770, IRAP), with
practical cases studies as examples.

Magazines
Review
• TeamSystem
Monthly tax information.
Labour Review
• TeamSystem
Monthly labour and social security information.
Business Review
• TeamSystem
Monthly business information.

Services
Euroconference Group SpA is a leader in the field of professional training
and, since 1989, provides updating and in-depth training courses in
tax, accounting and labour law, subsequently extending its training to
lawyers.
In additional to conventional classroom training, Euroconference
has expanded our service offerings through an integrated system of
magazines and publications catalogue that has been pervaded with our
operational approach, as well as a direct training service and its delivery
using e- ‐learning.
We are always attentive to the needs of our customers. Our dynamism
and globalview of the issues relating to knowledge professions have led
to a constant evolution and innovation of Euroconference offerings that
are always timely and effective.

Tax Studies Centre

This brand is aimed at accountants, offering a range of educational
and informational products relating to tax, accounting, corporate
and bankruptcy laws, allowing them to keep up to date while also
deepening your knowledge of these disciplines.
The extensive curriculum is delivered through conferences,
seminars and masters degrees as well as Short Masters. The core
product is delivered over seven days of in- ‐ depth information and
updates for accountants.

Labour and Pensions Studies Centre

This section is dedicated to Labour and Employment Law
Consultants.Relying on the knowledge of established professionals
in the industry, we offer a range of educational products related
to labour law and personnel administration, including training
conferences, seminars and Masters degrees, in addition to the
training programme. The core product comprises six training days
dedicated to labour consultants.

Centro Studio Forense (Business Studies Centre)

This brand - the latest addition to the Euroconference portfolio - is
dedicated to Corporate Lawyers and Jurists, offering a diverse
and comprehensive programme covering commercial, corporate,
administrative, bankruptcy, civil and criminal, and employment law.

E-learning

This service offers online training, accessible from your own office at
any time, including video courses on taxation, accounting and labour
law, and arranged in educational paths segmented into micro-‐units.
The service is completed by our live web service: a training tool that
offers interactivity with the tutor.

Publishing

This brand provides an integrated series of magazines on taxation,
bankruptcy and labour law. The offer is completed by an extensive
catalogue of books and e-‐books accessible from PC or tablets.

TeamSystem
Via Sandro Pertini, 88
61122 Pesaro (PU)
Tel. 0721 42661 - Fax 0721 400502
www.teamsystem.com

Certified Software Partner
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• Training and refresher courses

